Max Weber Fellows, Mentors and their partnership  
European University Institute  
A basic code of practice

The main duty of the Max Weber Fellows (MWF) is to make the most efficient use of their Fellowship to enhance their academic careers: as researchers, professors and scholars. To this end, Fellows will concentrate on their own research, as well as on improving their professional skills and broadening their knowledge as scholars by participating in the corresponding activities of the Max Weber Programme (MWP), the associated departments and, in general, the European University Institute.

The main duty of the Max Weber Mentors is to provide advice and support to the individual Max Weber Fellows assigned to them with the aim of enhancing these Fellows’ academic careers. Mentors shall help to assess Fellows’ needs and follow their progress through their Fellowship – providing feedback on their presentations, teaching preparation, and written work. As career mentors, they will help Fellows to be introduced into the international academic community. They will report to the Director of the MWP if there are any major incidents or special needs and, before the end of the academic year, in a short written report, each will assess the Fellows’ progress.

Mentors are assigned to Fellows when the latter are appointed. The Director of the Programme assigns the mentors after receiving proposals from the departments and consulting with the Fellows. In some exceptional cases, a second mentor may also be appointed. Also as an exception, if, upon the initiative of the Fellow or the mentor, it is later seen that a better match can be found within the EUI, the Director may appoint a new mentor, after consulting with those involved.

Fellows freely choose how to develop their own research agendas although they are encouraged to discuss them with their mentors, other faculty and Fellows. Most Fellows will be assigned to a Thematic Research Group which will provide a context within which they can present and discuss their research, and in particular the Research Proposal and Working Paper that all Fellows must produce over the course of the year.

The Research Proposal is designed to help Fellows present their research agenda in a way suitable for an application for research funding. The Research Proposal will typically be two to five pages long and conceived as the core section of a possible grant proposal. For example, it can be seen as an abridged version of The ScientificProposal of an ERC Starting Independent Researcher Grant which could later be developed into a more detailed grant application, or a ‘Research Statement’ in a job application.

The deadline for this is the beginning of the Second Term, but Fellows applying for grants with an earlier deadline (e.g. the ERC Starting Grant), or applying earlier for jobs, are welcome to hand in their Research Proposal earlier. The proposal should be discussed within
the Thematic Research Groups and their mentor (or another assigned member of the Department). Mentors should send a very short report to the MWP (minimum of 30 words, maximum of 100) within three weeks of the Research Proposal having been submitted.

**Max Weber Fellows must also produce at least one MWP Working Paper**, but they are encouraged to produce more working papers or the equivalent written work in other formats. Before the WP is sent for English language revision and editing each WP must be discussed within the Thematic Research Group and then approved by the individual Fellow’s mentor. In addition to approval the mentor must send a brief report (between 100 and 300 words) to the Director of the MWP, focusing on the paper’s research contribution (its potential to be published in a refereed international journal or book) and whether it is properly presented so as to have the highest possible impact upon publication. The Working Paper may be regarded as a draft article or book chapter. The aim is to help Fellows produce as strong a paper as possible with regard to both form and substance.

The deadline for the first MWP WP is the end of March, although Fellows are encouraged to submit the WP earlier. Mentors are expected to send the report within three weeks of receiving a proposed WP from the Fellow. Although we list all the Working Papers on our site, Fellows may choose for the text not to be made public if they prefer.

Max Weber Fellowships do not involve any Teaching Assistant or Research Assistant duties. However, engagement in joint research or teaching activities with their mentors, or other faculty members, can be rewarding experiences, and a way to enhance skills as part of the Programme. Therefore, such collaborations are encouraged but have to be agreed on a voluntary basis. Teaching activities requiring the commitment of a Fellow’s time will have to be approved by the Director of the Programme. Joint research activities between Fellows and mentors (or other professors) will be established on a collegial basis with a clear understanding, from the outset, of the scope of the joint work, and of authorship of the corresponding results. According to these partnership principles Fellows are selected on their own merit, and not for the potential value of their collaboration with their mentors, it being also recognized that Fellow/mentor partnerships can be very productive even if both work in relatively unrelated fields.

The Max Weber Programme does offer different teaching opportunities, although Fellows are not required to teach during their Fellowship. Nevertheless the Max Weber Fellows must develop a Full Course Curriculum Design. The emphasis on development is that Fellows should not simply repeat what they have done in a previous course, even less use an existing course from another professor.

Prior to the presentation of the Course Curriculum Design by the Fellows, which takes place in the Third Term, mentors (or other assigned members of their Departments) receive their proposals and give oral feedback to the Fellows after their presentations.

Fellows will actively, and regularly, participate in at least one Department Seminar or Workshop, and in the corresponding Max Weber Programme activities. Some of these MWP activities are oriented towards improving Fellows’ understanding of research, and of research careers in the social sciences and humanities, and towards making the MWP a reference point for social sciences in Europe. Others are oriented at improving Fellows’ communication skills (writing, presenting and teaching) and, in general, their professionalism as scholars. However, the MWP activities are designed to allow Fellows
ample time to pursue their own research agendas.

Research activities are expected to be carried out at the EUI, but if for some reason, such as participation in an international conference or a job interview, Fellows need to be absent from a planned activity – or, in general, from the EUI – such absence will have to be approved by the Director of the Programme or his designated substitute. The Max Weber Programme supports Fellows seeking an academic position. Fellows’ regular active presence is the best guarantee that they will take full advantage of the Max Weber Fellowship, of the Programme, of other EUI activities, and – in particular – of the opportunity to develop a professionally rewarding relationship with their MWF colleagues.
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